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Shear thickening is the increase of viscosity as shear rate or stress increases. For concentrated or ‘dense’ suspensions of solid particles, this phenomenon may take the extreme form known as discontinuous shear thickening (DST). In DST, the relative viscosity $\eta_r$ exhibits a discontinuous variation when presented as a function of the shear rate $\dot{\gamma}$, typically with a large jump in viscosity at the discontinuity; $\eta_r(\phi) = \eta(\phi)/\eta_0$ with $\eta_0$ the suspending fluid viscosity, and $\phi$ is the solid volume fraction. Rate dependence implies that $\eta_r$ is a function not only of $\phi$ but also of $\dot{\gamma}$ or the shear stress, $\sigma$.

A scenario in which the close interactions between particles undergo a stress-driven lubricated-to-frictional (LF) transition provides a coherent mechanistic basis for the shear thickening seen in dense suspensions. Prior study of shear thickening leading to the proposal of the LF transition is briefly reviewed. The LF scenario and its predictions are presented, along with a perspective on unresolved issues on widely different scales, from contact interactions to system-spanning force networks.
Shear thickening is defined by the condition that the viscosity of a flowing material increases with shear rate, i.e. \( \partial \eta / \partial \dot{\gamma} > 0 \), which may in some cases be more conveniently stated as \( \partial \eta / \partial \sigma > 0 \) with \( \sigma \) the shear stress. The present work provides a brief review of investigations of shear thickening in concentrated suspensions, and a perspective arising from my own study directed toward establishing a coherent mechanism to rationalize the various forms of shear thickening seen in suspensions. For decades, shear thickening has been experimentally observed to occur in suspensions, as described in the following section. The behavior is often studied in cornstarch and water dispersions [1], and one can get a sense of the behavior at home by slowly spoon-mixing roughly equal masses of these two readily available ingredients and then varying the rate of stirring.

The methods used to develop results presented here have been described elsewhere, and many of the results have appeared in similar form. Thus the description of methods will have only sufficient detail to allow the reader to understand the salient features without immediate support from other work. It is hoped that with this perspective the reader will be motivated to consider the references and many other studies unmentioned (simply for brevity) in order to form their own opinion, and hopefully seek to contribute to understanding of shear thickening (often abbreviated here to ST) and related behaviors in dense suspensions.

The term “dense” is used to imply very concentrated suspensions, with \( \phi \) approaching the maximum flowable fraction \( \phi_{\text{max}} \), which will here be called the jamming fraction \( \phi_J \), borrowing terminology arising from the granular flow community. This emphasizes the connection to the jammed solid state, a state able to statically bear shear stress in the direction of original application but failing if the load is changed in direction sufficiently. This is a key point in the physical scenario developed in this work, which involves solid contact with friction, and seeks to explain the ST occurring under conditions that are quite close – with respect to both solid fraction and stress – to a jammed state. This scenario is based on the assumption that fluid films between particles can fail to maintain separation between the surfaces, and thus the interaction undergoes a lubricated-to-frictional (LF) transition, which is reflected in an increase in the apparent viscosity of the suspension.

Lubricated interactions through thin films between particles transfer momentum proportional to their relative motion, i.e. the force resisting relative velocity of a pair of particles is proportional to the velocity itself by this viscous mechanism. By contrast, solid contacts can support forces without motion and, importantly, they also support torques when the contacts are frictional. A network of solid contacts must arise to allow jamming, and it is well-known that friction reduces the volume fraction needed for a jammed state owing to the torques associated with frictional contacts reducing the number of contacts to achieve an isostatic condition [8]; common experience with compacting sand in a bottle by tapping to momentarily open contacts and allow settling illustrates the concept.

It is important to highlight that the underlying philosophy behind much of the work described here is that, as either the stress or solid fraction is increased, a contact network cannot form instantly from non-contacting particles at the jamming point. This implies that solid contacts are introduced at conditions well away from jamming, and the volumetric density of these contacts depends on the applied stress as well as the solid fraction, \( \phi \). Simulations [4, 5, 9] and a mean-field theory [10] which consider a transition from lubricated-to-frictional contacts show that this basic idea, when combined with a repulsive force to “protect” against contact and thus maintain lubricated interactions at low stress, is sufficient to rationalize much of the behavior in DST and even shear jamming [11].

A conceptual difficulty with the LF transition is that, by allowing contact, it requires breakdown of the fluid mechanical description. In particular, for the case of smooth spherical particles, the fluid mechanical forces associated with lubrication are expected to maintain finite separation between surfaces. One could argue that nonsmooth shape or surface roughness will allow contact [12], but even for hard spheres, the concept of lubrication breakdown [13] supports the assumption that sub-continuum physics must play a role in the close interaction of particles in sheared
FIG. 1. Shear thickening regimes. Data from simulation by the method described by Mari et al. [5] illustrate weak or hydrodynamic shear thickening at volume fraction $\phi = 0.45$, continuous shear thickening (CST) at $\phi = 0.5$, strong CST at $\phi = 0.54$, and discontinuous shear thickening (DST) at $\phi = 0.56$, for a mixture of equal volume fraction non-Brownian particles of radii $a$ and $1.4a$. The CST condition differs from the weak / hydrodynamic thickening by having dominant frictional contact stress above the thickening shear rate. The scaling of the shear rate is $\dot{\gamma} = F_R/(6\pi\eta_0 a^2)$ where $F_R$ is the maximum magnitude of the repulsive interparticle force (at contact) and $\eta_0$ is the fluid viscosity.

suspensions. Thus we focus on the near-hard-sphere case, primarily to facilitate study by numerical simulation of a system which closely replicates a body of experiments for which the full range of ST has been seen [6, 14–18]. The LB concept is illustrated in figure 2, showing that even with extremely careful simulation, a sheared suspension of rigid spheres interacting only through hydrodynamics in Stokes flow (zero Reynolds number) at $\phi = 0.5$ comes to minimum surface separation of $O(10^{-10})$ radius in less than unit strain. For typical colloidal particles, this results in the prediction of surface separations far below atomic diameters, and thus certainly implies a loss of fidelity of the continuum description of the interaction.

If contact between particles is assumed to take place, it is natural to include friction in the contact mechanics, but some uncertainty arises because the contact zone is of nanometer scale for colloidal particles. Experiments described below suggest that Coulomb friction is a reasonable description even for $\mu$m-scale spheres, although friction at this scale is certainly not a fully-understood issue. In the work described here, we assume contact with friction, and this brings a qualitative change, relative to lubricated contacts, in the relation between normal and tangential motion of the solid surfaces at the closest approach or ‘contact’ point. Major consequences for the bulk rheological response result from this change in the local dynamics for a highly-loaded suspension.

Since the phenomena in the contact zone between micron-scale particles are on scales measured in nanometers, the details at the surface must be expected to influence behavior. At the same time, the closeness of strong CST and DST to the jamming condition, where a system-spanning contact network is formed, demands analysis of the statistical physics on large scale. Both the microscopic and bulk scales thus offer exciting directions for further study, and it is a challenge for the future to establish clearly how surface chemistry and surface morphology affect both the particle-scale mechanics and bulk material dynamics.

II. A SELECTIVE REVIEW

Some of the earliest published work on suspension properties, from 1938, considered very strong shear thickening [19]. The behavior of pastes formed from cement powder and water also exhibit shear thickening alone [20] or in concrete [21] and thus practitioners working with mortars must surely have encountered conditions of ST for many centuries. From a practical perspective, strong ST is often detrimental in these applications. However, it is possible to put the phenomenon to good use, and in this direction Wagner & co-workers have made a great deal of progress in development of shear-thickening fluids for body armor [22], even using specialized liquids with very low vapor pressure for astronautical space-suit application [23]; low vapor pressure is critical in case of penetration of the suit, e.g. by a micrometeorite or some accident, so that the liquid does not rapidly vaporate in the vacuum of space. The use of ST in such protective applications has recently been reviewed [24].

One of the earliest quantitative studies of shear thickening was the 1958 study of Metzner & Whitlock [25], who
FIG. 2. Lubrication breakdown. The average minimum gap between particle surfaces normalized by the particle radius, $h_{\text{min}}/a$, is plotted as a function of the imposed strain in a simulated simple shear flow of a monodisperse hard sphere suspension of solid volume fraction $\phi = 0.51$ in Stokes flow. These representative curves, adapted from Melrose & Ball [13], have the same time step $\gamma\delta t = 5 \times 10^{-4}$ for predictor-corrector (red circles) and Runge-Kutta (blue squares) integration schemes, which are $O(\delta t^2)$ and $O(\delta t^4)$, respectively.

proposed that disturbance of smoothly gliding layers leads to a more disordered state with large scale disturbance flows and a “dilatant” response. The term dilatant suggests that the plates driving the flow, and separated along the gradient direction of the viscometric flow, experience a thrust tending to push them apart. The term became synonymous with ST, suggesting that much of the early work on the phenomenon considered cases which showed this behavior, which is actually indicative of a positive first normal stress difference, $N_1 = \sigma_{11} - \sigma_{22}$, where 1 and 2 denote the flow and velocity gradient directions in a viscometric flow (3 is the vorticity direction). As there are many examples now available both from simulation and experiment showing ST with $N_1 < 0$, it is safe to say that dilatancy and ST are separate behaviors, but under certain conditions of strong increase of the flow resistance the two are probably correlated.

A pioneering 1972 study by Hoffman [14] showed that a suspension of spheres (specifically latex particles in dioctyl phthalate) at $\phi \geq 0.51$ could exhibit apparently discontinuous shear thickening (DST) with an increase of more than an order of magnitude in the viscosity. In Hoffman’s work, the low-viscosity state was highly ordered, while the thickened state was disordered, with the microstructure probed by white light scattering. It was thus argued that DST was attributable to an order-disorder mechanism. Boersma et al. [15] and others [17] subsequently showed that bidisperse suspensions exhibit DST, as do cornstarch dispersions, and neither show ordering, so this mechanism is not the basis for DST. However, the idea that there is a threshold stress at which the shearing forces overwhelm an interparticle repulsion, developed by Boersma et al. in the early 1990’s from arguments of Hoffman, resulted in a scaling analysis to rationalize the onset of ST. This work sought to explain the size dependence, as $\sigma_{\text{on}} \sim a^{-2}$, which Barnes [26] had deduced in 1989 from a significant experimental database available in the literature at that time.

These scaling approaches have been further pursued [17, 27, 28] to provide significant insight to the factors controlling $\sigma_{\text{on}}$, the stress for onset of ST. The basic idea is to determine the upper stress limit of the low-viscosity state, by balancing a repulsive force with the shearing stress to determine at what stress particles are no longer maintained at separations that keep a lubricating layer between them. Thus, these approaches address the onset of shear thickening, but not the behavior following thickening. However, implicit in the theories is the idea that for stresses above a threshold, the classical lubrication layer becomes insufficient, and a new mechanism for stress transmission must enter. Hydrodynamically-interacting particles in chains aligned near the compressional axis, or hydroclusters, have been seen since the earliest Stokesian Dynamics simulations [29, 30], and appear to play a significant role in the onset of shear thickening by establishing the conditions for a new mechanism for momentum transfer. But alone they are insufficient to explain the high-viscosity state. This is seen by comparison of the viscosity predictions of suspensions of $\phi \approx 0.5$ from simulation [31] with experiment [7], shown in the latter reference. Even at extremely large concentrations, $\phi = 0.585$, a Brownian hard-sphere suspension thickens only by less than a decade from its viscosity minimum, and does so with a weak $\partial\eta/\partial\gamma$ slope [32]. The basis for this insufficiency of hydrodynamics is that, while fluid films of thickness $\epsilon a$ with $\epsilon \ll 1$ transfer momentum efficiently, and thus they contribute significantly to viscosity, they ease the motion relative to the more constrained relative motion of the contact points in a frictional interaction. In fact, these films have a tangential resistance ($\sim \ln \epsilon$) that is vanishing relative to resistance to normal motion $\sim \epsilon^{-1}$. 
Defining the hydrodynamic friction coefficient as the ratio of the tangential to normal resistance, $\mu_{\text{hydro}} \sim \epsilon \ln \epsilon \to 0$ as $\epsilon \to 0$: simply stated, fluid films lubricate the flow in the colloidal as well as technical sense.

The concept of lubrication breakdown (LB) noted in the Introduction was described by Melrose & Ball [13], who made a detailed study of the motion of suspensions of rigid spheres in Newtonian solvent undergoing Stokes flow (Reynolds number zero), with no non-hydrodynamic interactions. They concluded that this system is pathological, as the perfectly reversible Stokes-flow motion carries a sufficiently concentrated suspension ($\phi = 0.51$ certainly qualifying) into a state of arbitrarily small surface separations: the suspension jams. Presumably the motion should retrace back to the original state if sufficiently accurately computed, and then proceed to a jammed state in the reverse direction. This indeed is an apparent pathology, and a very interesting one. For present purposes, it motivates the expectation that continuum hydrodynamics must break down in the region of close approach of particle surfaces, and allow a form of contact. As a consequence, repulsive forces between surfaces play a protective role and the contact interaction must be modeled to capture the dynamics for stresses above $\sigma_{\text{on}}$.

A number of studies have considered possible interactions in the contact region. Efforts focused on added dissipation within this region include those of Catherall et al. [33], who employed several models of surface coatings, with agreement in comparison with experimental DST found to be best for a model of a polymeric brush coating through which squeezing flow increased the dissipation [34]. While encouraging at first sight, these descriptions apply only to suspensions with fairly dense polymer brush layers, while a body of experimental work shows DST with either very short-chain surface layers [16, 17] or bare surfaces [35]. A study from 1996 that showed the importance of roughness on colloidal suspension rheology by Castle et al. [36] went largely unnoticed. More influential work in this direction was presented by Lootens et al. [35], who showed in 2005 that etching smooth $\mu$m-scale silica spheres, to generate root-mean-square roughness of approximately 1% of the sphere radius, resulted in a large reduction in the onset stress for shear thickening. They also reported a change in sign of $N_1$ from negative to positive at the thickening. In the dilatant materials ($N_1 > 0$), large normal stresses were found, with $|N_1/\sigma| > 1$. Melrose & Ball [37, 38] simulated suspensions in shear, and considered the network formation for various models of the ‘contact’ interaction. The interactions were always frictionless, i.e., an $O(1)$ relation between the maximum tangential force and the normal force of nearly- or truly-touching particles was not considered, and DST was not reproduced.

We now address the LF scenario. The essential motivation for introducing the contact interactions necessary for frictional interaction is the noted inability of a rigorous hydrodynamic description to capture strong shear thickening, as seen in Stokesian Dynamics results [2, 31] compared with experiments [6, 7]. In work from the author’s group, the basic elements of lubricated contacts, repulsive forces between the particles, and allowance for contact with friction were combined in a simulation tool. This combines lubricated interactions with a discrete-element model (DEM) contact description and was named ‘lubricated flow-DEM’ or LF-DEM; the DEM method was pioneered by Cundall & Strack [39] to describe the motion of many contacting bodies, and the approach used follows closely the original methodology. The simulations for non-Brownian particles were described by Seto et al. in 2013 (and in a more detailed form later [5]), with subsequent extension to Brownian particles [40]. Ness & Sun [41] have simulated suspension flow by a similar model, considering a wider range of conditions (showing that inertia enters but at much higher shear rates than frictional thickening), while others have utilized molecular dynamics approaches in which the fluid and thus lubrication are not considered, but friction is activated at sufficiently large stress [42]. The latter approach showed the potential for frictional contacts to support shear jamming (SJ).

The LF scenario provides a rational basis for the rate dependence and a fairly simple model for the physical interaction leading to more efficient stress transfer in the thickened state. This two-state concept was modeled by Wyart & Cates [10], similar to earlier work by Bashkirtseva et al. [43], in which the fraction of frictional contacts is modeled as a function of the particle pressure [44], II, i.e. as $f(\Pi)$. The shear stress is more readily controlled both experimentally and in simulation studies, and $\Pi$ increases when $\sigma$ increases, so $f(\sigma)$ provides a more accessible description of this quantity. From sampling of simulations [5], $f(\sigma) = \exp(\sigma^*/\sigma)$ is determined, with $\sigma^* \approx 1.45F_R/a^2$. As described in more detail in §IV, this captures the two-state concept through the key idea that as $f$ increases, the jamming packing fraction becomes a function of the applied stress, $\phi_1(\sigma)$, and varies smoothly from a maximum at the frictionless value, $\phi_0^*$ at $\sigma \ll F_R/a^2$, to the smaller frictional value, $\phi_1(\mu)$ or in shorthand $\phi_1^\mu$. The rheological functions then have a dependence on solid fraction which, based on comparison against simulations are well-captured by the functional forms $\eta \sim [\phi - \phi_1(\sigma)]^{-2}$, with the second normal stress difference and II both scaling as $\phi^2(\phi - \phi_1(\sigma))^{-2}$ [9]. The first normal stress difference changes sign, and apparently depends more critically on detailed microstructure (e.g., perhaps on the near contact pair distribution function), and thus the quality of this model for $N_1$ is less satisfactory; the change of sign and the relevance to assessment of lubricated and frictional rheologies of suspensions has been examined [45] but is not fully resolved. The essential physical concept to bear in mind in this model is illustrated by Figure 3, which shows that as stress (or shear rate) increases, the suspension behavior transitions from a lower viscosity curve to a higher one, with the difference resulting from this reduction in the jamming fraction owing to activation of frictional contacts. The behavior depends on $\phi$, with more rapid increase of the stress with imposed
FIG. 3. Illustration of the two-state concept underlying the lubricated-to-frictional scenario. The lubricated \((\mu = 0)\) and frictional \((\mu = 1)\) jamming points are indicated by the labeled vertical dashed lines. At very low shear rate or stress, all close interactions completely lubricated so that \(\mu = 0\), while at very large shear rate or stress, all possible interactions which can do so have become frictional. A transition driven by shear rate of stress as indicated by the arrow takes the material to a state with a viscosity curve of lower jamming fraction and thus increases the viscosity.

shear rate as \(\phi\) increases. Note that if the volume fraction is above the jamming fraction for frictional interactions, i.e. \(\phi > \phi_J^c\), then the thickening carries the viscosity to infinite values, implying shear jamming.

The details of particle contact depend on the environment at the particle surfaces and in the narrow gap formed as two surfaces become very close, and thus in principle many factors may come into play, including the hardness of the solid and its potential deformation, and whether the surfaces bear charge or are coated with surfactant or polymer. Hence, the LF transition approach and the contact model described in the prior paragraph cannot describe all states without added parameters, and it is too simple to expect it is a complete representation of any specific case. However, the scenario appears to capture the salient features of strong CST, DST and SJ, including the recent finding from experiments that contact stresses can be the dominant rheological contribution in a dense suspension. Lin et al. [46] showed that the shear stress drops from its steady value \(\sigma_{ss}\) to \(\sigma_{rev}\) when the shearing direction is suddenly reversed, and then grows back to the original steady value over a strain of \(O(1)\). The hydrodynamic shear stress, which has the same value upon reversal, is \(\sigma_{rev}\), and the difference \(\sigma_{ss} - \sigma_{rev}\) is the stress resulting from non-hydrodynamic forces. Lin et al. complemented their experiments with simulations using the method of Mari et al. [5] to deduce for near-hard sphere suspensions that this difference was consistent with development of contact stress.

Direct measurements of the contact friction between particles have recently been reported. As an example, Comtet et al. measured the friction of 1 \(\mu\)m diameter particles of poly-vinyl chloride against a plane surface of the same material, with the surfaces immersed in a plasticizer, and correlated the frictional behavior with the shear thickening response of the bulk suspension of the same components [47]. These authors reported average friction coefficients of \(\mu \approx 0.5\), and reported rheological behavior in qualitative agreement with the LF scenario. Fernandez et al. used AFM measurement to study the friction between 10 \(\mu\)m silica spheres, finding that \(\mu\) varied from 0.05 for surfaces covered by polymer brushes to 0.9 for “clean” particles (no polymer or contaminants on their surfaces) [48]. As noted above, particle roughness affects suspension rheology. While there is expected to be a relation between roughness and friction, roughness introduces a lengthscale (typically small relative to the particle radius, but surely finite) which the friction description does not. The role of this lengthscale, and its relation to the measured friction, is of interest, and recent efforts to probe this issue through creative methods of synthesizing roughness [49, 50] offer an alternative to creating roughness by etching particle surfaces [35].
FIG. 4. Viscosity from simulation at $\phi = 0.54$ for two protocols, one using a constant spring stiffness, at the value determined to maintain a maximum linear deformation of 0.03a with a the particle radius, at the highest stress, and the other using a variable stiffness sufficient to maintain a maximum deformation of 0.03a at each condition (hence a lower stiffness at lower stress). The stress scaling is $\sigma_0 = F_R/(6\pi a^2)$ where $F_R$ is the maximum repulsive force magnitude at contact.

III. ELEMENTS OF SHEAR THICKENING

From the foregoing it may be deduced that there are three basic elements needed to describe the shear thickening in the lubricated-to-frictional scenario [4], and the influence of the frictional effects becomes dominant in the thickened state only for solid fractions greater than $\phi \approx 0.5$. The first is that the particles interact hydrodynamically, so that surface motions of close pairs are strongly influenced by lubrication stresses. While lubrication can generate large forces, tangential motion of the positions of closest approach mediated by a lubrication film at a given normal force is substantially less restricted than a frictional solid contact.

The second element is a repulsive interaction, which maintains surface separation and lubricated contacts up to a characteristic stress. The repulsive force may arise from electrostatic double layer overlap, or polymer brush interactions, for example. The role of the repulsive interaction is central to the shear rate dependence of the material properties seen in DST. It is against this repulsive force that the shearing force bringing a pair of particles together must be balanced to transition from the lubricated to frictional regime of particle interaction. This characteristic shear force may be written as $\sigma_0 a^2$, with $\sigma$ a particle size taken as the radius for spheres. When balanced against $F_R$, a characteristic stress based on the microscopic interaction may be defined as $\sigma_0 = F_R/(6\pi a^2)$, and we define a dimensionless stress $\tilde{\sigma} = \sigma/\sigma_0$. The characteristic shear rate defined similarly is $\dot{\gamma}_0 = \sigma_0/\eta_0$.

The final element is that contact must occur. However, it is important that the contact be frictional: a simple normal contact model with tangential slip resisted only by hydrodynamics and not by a solid contact mechanism does not cause a significant increase in the flow resistance. The contact force introduces solid mechanical properties, and in our simulations, these are softer than realistic particles in ST suspensions; Townsend & Wilson [51] have noted the importance of the softness, which may be associated with the need for enduring contacts in order to obtain strong ST.

The presence of finite stiffness necessitates a choice of how one simulates the behavior. The elastic normal force is given by $F_{el} = -k_n \delta_n$ where $k_n$ is the spring stiffness and $\delta_n$ is the deformation of the surface. If the particle stiffness is fixed, then at different stress levels, the deformation varies such that the geometry of the suspension changes: unless volume is explicitly tracked (it is not in our own simulations to date [4, 5, 52]), then the effective volume fraction can change. This is a satisfactory model if the stiffness found to agree with a maximal deformation of particle surfaces at large stress is applied at all lower stresses as well, so that there is a very limited effect of volume loss. This has no effect at small stress where contacts are infrequent, but proves to be computationally expensive in the transition regime, as the time step must be reduced to quite small values to capture the weakly-deformed contact interaction faithfully (allowing it to be ‘enduring’ and not an erratically computed interaction). The alternative is to consider a variable stiffness spring which allows a similar deformation at each stress level. Provided this deformation level is small (typically 2-3% of the particle radius is the maximum allowed in our work), this gives behavior consistent with experimental observation [5]. In Figure 4, the results of these two approaches for maximum linear deformation of $\delta_n/a < 0.03$ are shown to be essentially the same for a friction coefficient of $\mu = 1.0$ at $\phi = 0.54$. This friction coefficient is somewhat larger than the values found in experiments noted above [47].
IV. RESULTS FROM THE LF SCENARIO

We present here a brief sequence of results summarizing primary predictions of the LF scenario. In shear thickening suspensions, the viscosity increase becomes increasingly large, and the rate of increase also rises, with increase in $\phi$. This was clearly shown in the work of D’Haene et al. [6] who considered polymeric (PMMA) particles in a Newtonian solvent for $0.276 \leq \phi \leq 0.641$; essentially rate-independent viscosity was found at the lowest fractions, giving way to weak or hydrodynamic thickening for $\phi \approx 0.35$ to 0.45, increasingly strong CST as $\phi$ increased up to $\phi = 0.557$, and DST for $\phi = 0.575$. As shown in Figure 1, simulation results by the method noted above [5], spanning the shear thickening range for a friction coefficient of $\mu = 1$, show the same behaviors: weak thickening at $\phi = 0.45$, CST going from $\phi = 0.46$ to 0.54, and DST for $\phi = 0.56$. For $\phi > 0.59$, D’Haene et al. observed that an increase of stress resulted in a decrease in shear rate, suggestive of shear-driven jamming, and this behavior has more recently been elucidated for cornstarch dispersions by Peters et al [11]. We return to SJ below.

By using shear stress control, it is found in simulation [52] and experiment [53] that rather than a discontinuity in viscosity, one may access an S-shaped curve describing the stress or viscosity when plotted as a function of shear rate; under rate control, the multi-valued part of the curve is not accessed. The equivalence of results obtained with controlled shear rate or shear stress up to the viscosity discontinuity at $\phi = 0.56$ is shown in Figure 5, which also shows the S-shaped curves associated with DST having larger jumps in the viscosity for $\phi = 0.57 - 0.59$, and SJ for $\phi \geq 0.6$. The SJ is characterized by $\eta(\dot{\gamma})$ curves which access only the lower range of shear rates: in these stress-controlled simulations, as the stress increases the viscosity curves turn toward progressively smaller shear rates until the materials stops flowing. While one may expect instability to shear banding in the S-shaped region of the flow curves, the methodology applied determines a single shear rate for the periodically replicated simulation cell, and forces single-domain behavior. A more faithful representation of experiments, in which walls drive the flow, might show different behavior. Hermes et al. have argued based on the inability to simultaneously balance shear and normal stresses at the boundary between two shear bands that steady shear banding is not expected in dense suspensions [54].

For the friction coefficient $\mu = 1$ yielding the results of Figures 1 and 5, $\phi_1^M \approx 0.59$, and simulations for $\phi > \phi_1^M$ show the noted shear jamming. This can be understood based on the model of Wyart & Cates [10], which captures the shear thickening transition by introducing a mixing rule for the jamming fraction:

$$\phi_3(\tilde{\sigma}) = f(\tilde{\sigma})\phi_J^M + [1 - f(\tilde{\sigma})]\phi_J^N,$$

where it is recalled that $f(\tilde{\sigma})$ is the fraction of close interactions which are frictional, and $\tilde{\sigma} = \sigma/\sigma_0$. Then the viscosity can be written using a viscosity function of the Krieger [55] form but with stress dependence embedded in the jamming fraction, $\eta_s(\phi, \tilde{\sigma}) \sim (\phi - \phi_3(\tilde{\sigma}))^{-2}$. The results of this model are illustrated in comparison with a large database of results spanning the CST, DST and SJ regions in Figure 6a. These results are consolidated into a flow-state (or ‘phase’) diagram showing the regions in the $\phi-$\dot{\gamma} space shown in Figure 6b, for the particular case of $\mu = 1$ from Singh et al. [9]. The role of increasing friction coefficient, which decreases the jamming fraction, is shown in Figure 6c for different $\mu$ based on the constitutive model derived from the theory of Wyart & Cates, and informed by the simulations of Singh et al. Larger friction coefficient $\mu$ results in an expanded region of both DST and DST-SJ. The structure of the phase diagram is quite similar to that developed based on experimental results for a cornstarch dispersion [11].

The results presented above are all for non-Brownian suspensions, and for simplicity we do not consider Brownian suspensions in detail. However, most of the experimental studies delineating ST in suspensions of spherical particles have considered sub-micron particles [6, 16, 17, 56], and thus inclusion of Brownian motion is an important consideration. Brownian motion acts as a spring force which tends to keep particles separated, and our recent work found that results of Cwalina & Wagner [7] for both $\eta_s$ and the second normal stress difference, $N_2 = \sigma_{22} - \sigma_{23}$, could be matched well by including a repulsive force along with Brownian motion. However, these simulations notably fail to match $N_1 = \sigma_{11} - \sigma_{22}$ from the same experiments, and this suggests that the microstructure related to the first normal stress difference depends on details of the close interaction which are not needed to obtain good agreement with $\eta_s$ and $N_2$ [7].

The microstructural change that takes place at the LF transition is not readily found in the positional correlation. As shown in Mari et al. [5], the structural changes seen in the pair correlation function are subtle. On the other hand, the frictional force network displays striking changes across the LF transition. In the portion of the flow curve showing the onset of ST, extended and fairly linear chains of particles (which in fact grow from hydroclusters) interacting through frictional forces, aligned near the compression direction, are observed. These structures grow with increasing stress. At the thickening transition for sufficiently large $\phi$, the chains percolate in all directions to form a
FIG. 5. Results from shear rate- (blue dashed lines) and shear stress-controlled (symbols and red solid lines) simulations [52], showing equivalence of results up to onset of DST, with shear rate control allowing exploration of the S-shaped curves associated with DST, as well as shear jamming.

more isotropic and dense network. The percolation of the frictional force chains gives a giant connected component in terms of graph theory, as considered in [57]. Images from the low-viscosity and high-viscosity states showing this behavior were developed from the first simulations of the LF transition [4, 5], and a similar set of images for a strong CST suspension of $\phi = 0.54$ and $\mu = 1$ is shown in Figure 7.

V. PERSPECTIVE

The goal of this article is to provide insight to a recently proposed scenario that captures elements of shear thickening (ST) in dense suspensions. As a practical definition, $\phi = 0.5$ serves roughly as a boundary between ‘semi-dense’ and dense conditions [57] in monodisperse (or nearly so) suspensions. For $0.35 < \phi < 0.5$, the suspension viscosity is well above that of the suspending fluid and the normal stresses and associated particle migration effects [58] are significant, while ST occurs but is hydrodynamically controlled and weak. For Brownian particles, a purely hydrodynamic description of the mechanics has been shown to capture this behavior [2, 31]. For $\phi > 0.5$, the ST intensifies and a nonhydrodynamic mechanism is needed to rationalize the stresses generated. The lubricated-to-frictional scenario in which lubricated interactions between particles give way to frictional contacts at an ‘onset stress’ determined by a repulsive (protective) colloidal force provides a description capturing many of the experimentally observed phenomena. This scenario has been considered in both simulation [4, 5, 40, 52] and theory [10, 43], and recently developed in a constitutive description [9].

Strong ST or SJ are often problematic in applications. As noted, these behaviors reduce workability of cement-based materials, while they can disrupt coating [59] or extrusion processes. In the latter case, closeness to jamming has been related to ‘self-filtration’ in which the solid concentration in the reservoir drops as it passes the constricted into the die [60]. This phenomenon is associated with an instability to a periodically varying extrusion rate of dense suspensions [61, 62]; a conjecture is that the instability is related to the time-dependent flow appearing in shear flow under DST conditions [54]. In light of the recent work on shear thickening, it is thus valuable to consider possible mitigation and control of the behaviors on one hand, or ways to exploit the ST phenomenon on the other. Coatings which maintain surface separation and allow ready tangential motion of particle surfaces are a straightforward approach to mitigation, and these can be more readily designed if the mechanistic basis is better understood. In a quite distinct approach, shearing protocols which mix a primary unidirectional shear with an orthogonal oscillatory shearing have been studied and shown to reduce the apparent viscosity drastically over a particular range of the oscillatory component [63]. This ‘tunable’ nature of shear thickening apparently arises from controlled disruption of the force network. The application of an orthogonal oscillation thus provides a means of effecting major change in flow properties without changing composition, an approach that is especially interesting if the ultimate use of the flowing material does not allow additives. Studies which consider these flow protocols, as well as general flow modeling, for dense suspensions could thus provide both insight to the material behavior and very useful engineering tools.

In considering the present state of investigation of ST, it is useful to establish what appears to be clearly understood about ST in dense suspensions, and what issues remain unclear. Based on a number of factors, classic lubrication
FIG. 6. Flow states. a) Constitutive model [9] compared with simulation for $\mu = 1$ with equal parts of particles of relative size 1 and 1.4. b) Flow state diagram for conditions of a): the dashed vertical lines indicate the frictional jamming fraction of $\phi_0^\mu \approx 0.585$, and the frictionless jamming $\phi_0^0 \approx 0.65$. DST$1$ (inverted triangles) indicates a transition between two flowing states and DST$2$ (diamonds) implies thickening to a shear-jammed state (squares); regions of shear thinning (+) and rate-independent viscosity (open and closed circles at low and high stress, respectively) are indicated. c) Combined flow state diagram boundaries for different friction coefficients, with jamming fractions illustrated by the dashed vertical lines: the rightmost is $\phi_0^0$ while the others are $\phi_0^\mu$ decreasing through the sequence of $\mu = 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 10$.

between particles is clearly insufficient, both to maintain surfaces separated to allow smooth tangential relative motion, and to explain the added viscosity above the transition to a thickened state. The description of lubrication breakdown [13] shows mathematically that, even for smooth surfaces, the separation vanishes for sufficiently large $\phi$, implying a failure of the continuum fluid mechanical description of the phenomena in the film between particles, while surface roughness or sharp edges allow contact in finite time in the classic fluid mechanical description [12]. Thus, acceptance of a contact of a form similar to that occurring in dry granular flows seems to be fully warranted; yet in order to establish fundamental understanding of dense suspension rheology, particularly the strong versions of ST, examination
FIG. 7. Particle configurations and frictional contact force network for $\phi = 0.54$ and $\mu = 1$ (strong CST) in the low (high) stress / low (high) viscosity state at left (right); the low viscosity state is in the initial weak increase of the viscosity curve ($\sigma/\sigma_0 \approx 0.5$ in Figure 6a). Shear flow velocity increases from bottom to top of the image, indicating the orientation of force chains near the compressional axis in the low-viscosity state.

of the basis for lubrication breakdown would be useful. An added point that is clear is that some non-hydrodynamic force must balance the shear-driven forces to yield rate dependence, with colloidal forces of electrical origin one possibility. The magnitude of this repulsive force sets the characteristic stress for the onset of ST. Deformation of particles could play a role, but this would be expected to occur only at higher stresses, thus limiting the magnitude of the stress increase [64]. We can safely say that the near-contact interactions between particles play a predominant role, and that the more extreme versions of ST are not explained by hydrodynamics between smooth surfaces. Thus, ST and other dense suspension rheological behaviors are influenced by interparticle tribology.

The tribology of colloidal particle surface interactions has only recently attracted significant study. Methods of force microscopy have been applied to measure friction [47] and roughness [35, 50], but there remains a wide range of questions. These are likely to require consideration of molecular-scale processes, since contact localizes forces to nanometer-scale regions on particle surfaces. The resulting local stresses are very intense, and thus it may not only be the lubrication properties between surfaces that play a role: surface coating damage or plastic deformation and wear of coatings, or particles themselves, seem to be topics of relevance.

An issue that certainly warrants consideration is the fact that strong CST and DST occur for quite a range of particle-liquid combinations [26, 65], for each of which the forces at microscale will be different. The similarity of the properties at macroscopic scale for various suspensions is suggestive of a pseudo-continuum interaction at the surfaces, and may be the basis for success of the relatively simple friction model used in exploring LF scenario to date. It is well-known in colloidal rheology that surface coatings may play a major role, for example serving as an aid to workability of cement and concrete. There is a potential for improvement of methods of surface modification by coupling molecular understanding to the mechanical analyses which form the focus in this article. In this direction, recent study [66] introduces the possibility that hydrogen bonding in the gap between particles plays a role. Finally, it was noted that repulsive forces enter in a scaling for the onset stress $\sigma_{on} \propto F_R a^{-2}$. Since it is expected that the repulsive force will itself have $a$-dependence, with this dependence different for Brownian, electrostatic and steric stabilizing forces [17], the observation of size scaling of $\sigma_{on} \sim a^{-2}$ is unclear [56].

One point that is quite surprising is the apparent reversibility of DST in colloidal suspensions. It is commonly expected that colloidal particles in contact experience strong van der Waals attractions. For particles carefully tailored to be refractive index-matched to the solvent, the vDW forces can be minimized [67], but for the general case, cohesion is expected. The influence of strong attractive or ‘cohesive’ forces between particles has been considered and shown to lead to large low-shear viscosity or a yield stress, thus reducing the extent of, or totally obscuring, ST [68–70]. There has been little examination of how weaker attractions might affect the fine details of structure.

Finally, we consider the interaction of scales. The issues noted above for further study are at particle or contact scale. In any mechanism that transforms the ability to efficiently transmit momentum through a suspension of spheres, larger-scale structures must form. In the LF scenario, the structures are connected clusters of particles linked by frictional contacts. As illustrated by Figure 7 for a strong CST condition of $\phi = 0.54$, these form chains that are primarily aligned along the compressional axis of the flow at stresses that approach the ST onset level, at which point these chains rapidly (as a function of stress) branch and join to form a dense network in all directions. In DST, the network growth is more abrupt as a function of shear rate, and the thickened state is denser in connections.
The statistical physics of this transition warrants examination, and is an issue presently under investigation in my own work. This topic is impacted by the particle scale forces, but demands system level considerations. Thus the lubricated-to-frictional scenario for shear thickening raises significant questions which span from nanometer-scale contacts to the macroscopic flow scale.
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